
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enabling a consumer-led, secure and affordable energy 

transition by fully reaping the benefits of cogeneration 

 
Brussels, 21th April 2017 

 

COGEN Europe announces today key legislative recommendations to ensure that the Clean 

Energy Package engages energy consumers and turns them into active beneficiaries of the 

energy transition by unlocking the contribution of cogeneration towards the Clean Energy 

Package objectives. 

 

The Clean Energy Package, released by the European Commission on 30 November 2016, will be 

crucial to provide a coherent framework for energy consumers and investors with a 2030 time 

horizon to move to low-carbon, secure and affordable energy system. Providing the right signals to 

investors and energy consumers (from heavy industry, through to commercial and public sector users 

and individual householders) will be crucial to enable them to take ownership and accelerate the 

energy transition, planning for the future and making well-informed choices. 

 

Being consumer-led and using a range of conventional and renewable fuels, cogeneration or 

combined heat & power (CHP), engages consumers and makes consumers active beneficiaries of the 

energy transition. Cogeneration thus helps deliver on the objectives of the Clean Energy Package by 

saving energy, reducing CO2 emissions and enabling more renewable heat and electricity in the 

system, while ensuring grid stability. 

 

To unlock the potential of cogeneration in accelerating the energy transition, policymakers should 

take into consideration the following key principles: 

• Ensure an integrated approach to energy and climate policy, breaking down the silos 

between energy conversion, transmission, distribution and consumption and unlocking 

synergies between different energy carriers and grids (electricity, heat, gas). While the 

Package addresses in depth the downstream of the energy value chain (i.e. energy 

consumption/final energy use), unlocking the significant untapped energy efficiency 

potential at supply side level, in the conversion, transmission and distribution of energy will 

be key to delivering the 2030 objectives and should thus be strenghtened in the Clean Energy 

Package proposals. 

 

• Allow investors and consumers to achieve real efficiency improvements based on 

informed choices. To this end, it is important that energy savings can be compared across 

all parts of the economy and sectors, from supply to demand. Policy signals need to reflect 

the losses and inefficiencies in today’s energy system, across all energy carriers (i.e. 

electricity, heat, gas networks) and reflecting when and how heat and electricity is used and 

produced. A robust and transparent methodology capturing these principles (within the 

Primary Energy Factor) will allow consumers to take informed decisions to achieve real 

efficiency gains. 

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/commission-proposes-new-rules-consumer-centred-clean-energy-transition


 

 

• Strenghten and apply consistently the acquis of the Energy Efficiency Directive to ensure 

efficient, secure, sustainable and cost-effective supply of both electricity and heat for 

European consumers, thus allowing for the specific needs of domestic, commercial, public 

and industrial consumers to be fully addressed. Addressing the challenge of sustainable, 

secure and cost-effective heat supply is particularly important, and often forgotten. 

Therefore, the continuity of heat supply principle should be strengthened throughout the 

Package by reinforcing systematic and comprehensive planning and implementation of 

efficient heating and cooling solutions. In this respect, and with a view to promote renewable 

heat, as well as flexible low and no-carbon electricity generation, a balanced approach 

should be taken to incentivising the efficient use of bioenergy resources with cogeneration. 

• Address the diverse needs of all energy consumers - domestic, commercial, public and 

industrial - to efficiently produce their own heat and electricity, while enabling them to 

unlock all available flexibility opportunities (e.g. demand response, heat and/or electricity 

storage, balancing services, aggregation of either demand or supply). It is equally important 

to ensure a continued business case for existing sustainable energy investments, including 

for cogeneration. 

 

Commenting on the ongoing debate around the Clean Energy Package, Dr. Tim Rotheray, Acting 

Managing Director of COGEN Europe, said: “The Clean Energy Package represents a unique 

opportunity on the pathway to 2050 to foster favorable policies at the national level that will enable 

consumers to play an active role in the energy transition, as well as benefiting from innovative 

technologies like cogeneration. It is by empowering consumers that the Clean Energy Package will be 

able to break the silos between energy conversion, transmission, distribution and consumption. There 

also needs to be a sustained focus on the implementation of existing energy efficiency provisions, in 

particular the national comprehensive assessments on heating and cooling, and continued 

consistency and continuity between existing policies and the new Clean Energy Package proposals. 

COGEN Europe is committed to contributing to the ongoing legislative process so that this important 

legislative package delivers positive outcomes for European energy users.” 

 

The full COGEN Europe positions on the Energy Efficiency Directive review, the Energy Performance 

of Buildings Directive review, the Renewable Energy Directive recast as well as the proposal for an 

Energy Union Governance Regulation can be downloaded here.  

 

COGEN Europe’s positions on the Electricity Market Design initiative will also be released soon.  

 

Finally, see here COGEN Europe’s series of infographics on how cogeneration helps deliver the Clean 

Energy Package objectives. 
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http://www.cogeneurope.eu/medialibrary/2017/04/21/358c4c7e/COGEN_Europe_Position_Paper_on_Clean_Energy_Package_21.04.2017.pdf
http://www.cogeneurope.eu/cogeneration-in-the-clean-energy-package_282476.html


 

 

For more information please contact: 

Tanya Carre 

T +32 2 772 82 90 • tanya.carre@cogeneurope.eu 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 

Follow us on Twitter  

@COGENEurope 

 

About cogeneration: 
 

Cogeneration (also known as CHP or Combined Heat and Power) involves the simultaneous 

production of heat and electricity from a single plant which results in massive savings to the economy 

of primary energy and consequential reductions of GHG emissions. 

 

Used in single family homes and the largest industrial complexes, as well as in district heating, 

cogeneration represents 15% of the EU’s heat and 10.5% of its electricity comes from high efficiency 

cogeneration. Around 100,000 Europeans self-generate electricity and heat in Europe with on-site 

micro- or small scale cogeneration. Cogeneration is widely used in refineries, paper mills and 

chemical manufacturing sites across Europe. Around 70 million Europeans use district heating, half 

of its heat is supplied by cogeneration today. 

 

Cogeneration units can be found in various sectors and sizes: in industries, households and tertiary 

buildings and in capacities ranging from a kilowatt to hundreds of megawatts of electricity output. 

CHP plants can draw upon a wide range of energy sources, from traditional fossil fuels to renewable 

energies (combustion-based units with biomass, biogases or bioliquids, or steam-based plant 

connected to geothermal or concentrated solar panel installations) that make them ready for the 

future energy system. 

 

Realising the identified economic potential for cogeneration in Europe – estimated at 110-120 GWe 

additional – will be instrumental to reaching the EU’s strategic climate and energy goals, while 

underpinning job creation and being an engine to industrial competitiveness. 

 

About COGEN Europe: 
 

COGEN Europe is Europe’s umbrella organisation representing the interests of the cogeneration 

industry, users of the technology and promoting its benefits in the EU and the wider Europe. The 

association is backed by the key players in the industry including gas and electricity companies, 

ESCOs, equipment suppliers, consultancies, national promotion organisations, financial and other 

service companies. More information on www.cogeneurope.eu 
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